
Pulmonary artery diameter to predict
pulmonary hypertension in pulmonary
sarcoidosis

To the Editor:

Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is a known complication of pulmonary sarcoidosis with a prevalence
ranging from 5% to 74% [1]. The aetiology of PH in sarcoidosis is not fully understood. Usually, it is
attributed to the destruction of the distal capillary bed by lung fibrosis and/or chronic hypoxaemia.
However, the severity of PH does not correlate consistently with the degree of pulmonary fibrosis, and PH
exists in sarcoidosis patients without fibrosis, suggesting a multifactorial mechanism. The presence of PH
is associated with a poor prognosis, and early diagnosis and treatment might improve outcome [1].
Echocardiography should always be performed when PH is suspected [2]. However, the accuracy of
echocardiography in patients with interstitial lung diseases is often limited due to poor image quality and
unreliable tricuspid regurgitation signal to measure the right ventricular systolic pressure (RVSP) [3].
Further invasive investigation with the gold standard, right heart catheterisation (RHC), is often required.
In order to optimise the noninvasive diagnostic approach, there is a need for more accurate predictors of
PH. Computed tomography (CT) may raise suspicion of PH in symptomatic patients or those examined
for unrelated indications by showing an increased pulmonary artery (PA) diameter (⩾29 mm) and PA
diameter/ascending aorta diameter (AAD) ratio (⩾1.0) [2]. Similarly, PA diameter indexed to body surface
area (BSA) has been suggested as possible predictor of PH. However, these parameters have never been
investigated in pulmonary sarcoidosis specifically.

In this study, PA diameter measurements on chest CT were retrospectively evaluated as predictors of PH.
Patients suspected of PH and referred for analysis between November 2007 and May 2014 were included in
cases with a consensus diagnosis of pulmonary sarcoidosis, aged ⩾18 years, with availability of chest CT within
1 year of PH analysis. The analysis protocol was based on the European PH guideline [2], and consisted of an
ECG, laboratory testing, and echocardiographic assessment of RVSP and secondary parameters. Subsequently,
patients were classified as “PH likely” (RVSP >50 mmHg), “PH possible” (RVSP of 36–50 mmHg or presence
of secondary signs with normal/absent RVSP signal) or “PH unlikely” (RVSP <36 mmHg or absence of signal
without secondary signs). RHC was performed if PH was possible or likely. PH was defined as an invasively
measured mean PA pressure (mPAP) ⩾25 mmHg. Patients were divided into three groups: “PH confirmed by
RHC”, “no PH confirmed by RHC” and “no PH based on echocardiography”.

A radiologist, specialised in interstitial lung diseases and blinded to haemodynamic data, reviewed the
chest CT performed most recently to the echocardiographic analysis. The PA diameter was measured at
the level of the bifurcation along the line from the centre of the adjacent ascending aorta perpendicular to
the main PA axis [4]. As a derivative, the PA diameter was indexed to BSA [5] and calculated as a ratio
with AAD. Furthermore, the percentage of fibrosis of the total lung area was described as “not significant”
(<5%), “intermediate” (5–20%) or “severe” (>20%).

In total, 89 out of 103 pulmonary sarcoidosis patients referred for PH analysis were eligible for inclusion.
The estimated prevalence of PH was 28.1%. Table 1 shows the baseline characteristics and outcomes. 16
patients had been referred as a result of a dilated PA. After excluding these patients, PA measurements
remained highly significant. PA diameter indexed to BSA and PA diameter/AAD ratio correlated
moderately with RHC-derived mPAP (r=0.51 and r=0.52, respectively).

Receiver operating curve analysis showed a good accuracy for PA diameter indexed to BSA and PA
diameter/AAD ratio (area under the curve (AUC) of 0.88 and 0.81, respectively; p<0.001). Optimal cut-off
values were calculated for PA diameter (30.6 mm), PA diameter indexed to BSA (16.02 mm·m−2) and PA
diameter/AAD ratio (1.06). PA diameter indexed to BSA showed the best positive and negative predictive
value for diagnosing PH (70% and 93.2%, respectively) followed by PA diameter/AAD ratio (64.3% and
88.5%, respectively).

In a subanalysis, we evaluated patients classified as “PH possible” (n=18). Only PA diameter indexed to
BSA was able to significantly discriminate between the presence and absence of PH (17.0 versus
14.3 mm·m−2, respectively; p<0.006), with a high diagnostic accuracy (AUC 0.91) using a cut-off value of
15.2 mm·m−2. This was notably higher than PA diameter/AAD ratio (AUC 0.71).
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Finally, we evaluated the correlation of PA measurements with the presence of fibrosis. PA diameter and
PA diameter indexed to BSA had a weak but significant correlation with the extent of fibrosis (r=0.32 and
r=0.42, respectively)

This is the first study to investigate chest CT parameters for predicting PH only in patients with
pulmonary sarcoidosis. The results implicate that PA diameter indexed to BSA is the most reliable
predictor of PH for both the general pulmonary sarcoidosis population and for the “PH possible”
subgroup, classified by echocardiography. Therefore, PA measurement on chest CT might be valuable to
further optimise PH analysis in pulmonary sarcoidosis.

Besides hypoxaemia, mechanisms for PH in sarcoidosis include specific vasculopathy of the vessel wall,
perivascular fibrosis, external compression of the PA by severe lymphadenopathy, mediastinal fibrosis and
left heart disease [1]. PA dilatation in PH can be due to chronically elevated PA pressure [6]. Similarly to
aortic diameter, PA size may vary among individuals, depending on age, sex and BSA [7]. It has been

TABLE 1 Baseline characteristics and outcomes

PHRHC No PHRHC No PHecho p-value

PHRHC versus
no PHRHC

PHRHC versus no
PHRHC or PHecho

Demographics
Patients n 25 12 52
Males n (%) 16 (64.0) 9 (75.0) 35 (67.4) 0.790 0.810
Age years 55.8±9.0 48.3±10.0 50.5±12.0 0.131 0.770
BSA m2 1.9±0.2 2.0±0.3 2.1±0.2 0.194 0.020
NYHA functional class I/II/III/IV 0/6/15/4 1/2/8/0 12/29/9/2 0.518 <0.001
NT-pro-BNP log 5.5±1.8 3.9±1.1 4.0±0.8 0.001 <0.001

Sarcoidosis
Sarcoidosis-related fibrosis stage 4 25 (100) 7 (58.3) 30 (57.7) 0.020 0.001
Sarcoidosis treatment 18 (72.0) 10 (83.3) 34 (65.4) 0.766 0.460
Oxygen therapy 7 (28.0) 0 1 (1.9) 0.009 <0.001

Pulmonary function
FVC L 2.29±0.89 3.19±1.32 3.63±1.10 0.054 <0.001
FVC % predicted 57.6±18.1 73.71±24.00 83.83±18.00 0.050 <0.001
FEV1 L 1.45±0.79 2.35±1.13 2.54±0.83 0.011 <0.001
FEV1 % predicted 46.4±17.2 66.94±31.02 73.08±19.72 0.018 <0.001
FVC % predicted/FEV1 % predicted 1.78±0.81 1.45±0.49 1.47±0.39 0.213 0.800
DLCO % predicted 41.4±15.4 53.38±22.34 58.15±18.21 0.216 0.010
FVC % predicted/DLCO % predicted 1.73±0.72 1.63±0.59 1.54±0.44 0.896 0.348

Haemodynamics
RVSP mmHg 62.6±21.4 31.9±5.3 29.6±4.2 <0.001 <0.001
Systolic PAP mmHg 61.8±16.9 28.9±5.5 <0.001
Mean PAP mmHg 39.2±9.9 17.5±3.4 <0.001
Diastolic PAP mmHg 26.0±7.4 11.7±2.8 <0.001
PCWP mmHg 12.9±6.8 8.8±2.6 0.012
TPG mmHg 26.1±10.9 8.6±3.4 <0.001
DPG mmHg 13.0±2.8 8.7±2.9 <0.001
PVR WU 5.6±2.9 1.3±0.7 <0.001

Chest CT parameters
PA diameter mm 33.1±4.1 29.2±3.5 28.8±3.8 0.001 <0.001
PA diameter indexed to BSA mm·m−2 17.7±2.3 14.5±1.8 14.2±1.8 <0.001 <0.001
PA diameter/AAD ratio 1.1±0.2 0.9±0.1 1.0±0.2 <0.001 <0.001
Fibrosis extent % 0.130 0.001
<5 3 (12.0) 5 (41.7) 23 (44.2)
5–20 2 (8.0) 1 (8.3) 9 (17.3)
>20 20 (80.0) 6 (50.0) 20 (38.5)

Data are presented as n, n (%) or mean±SD, unless otherwise stated. PHRHC: pulmonary hypertension confirmed by right heart catheterisation;
PHecho: pulmonary hypertension confirmed by echocardiography; BSA: body surface area; NYHA: New York Heart Association; NT-proBNP:
N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide; FVC: forced vital capacity; FEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 s; DLCO: diffusing capacity of the lung
for carbon monoxide; RVSP: right ventricular systolic pressure; PAP: pulmonary artery pressure; PCWP: pulmonary capillary wedge pressure;
TPG: transpulmonary pressure gradient; DPG: diastolic pulmonary gradient; PVR: pulmonary vascular resistance; WU: Wood units; CT:
computed tomography; PA: pulmonary artery; AAD: ascending aorta diameter.
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suggested that indexing PA to BSA might lead to a higher accuracy that PA diameter/AAD ratio, since
BSA influences both PA and aortic diameters [8].

Many studies describe positive correlations for mPAP with PA measurements in different subgroups of PH,
especially for PA diameter indexed to BSA and PA diameter/AAD ratio [9]. Only few studies assessed these
parameters in interstitial lung diseases, most reporting positive correlations [10–12]. Unfortunately, PA
diameter indexed to BSA has not been evaluated in interstitial lung disease. Furthermore, two studies were
unable to obtain positive correlations. ZISMAN et al. [13] studied 65 idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) patients
and found no significant correlation of PA diameters with mPAP, including PA diameter indexed to BSA.
However, in that study, a mean mPAP of 26.1 mmHg might have been too low in order to cause dilatation.
Similarly, DEVARAJ et al. [14] found no correlation of mPAP with PA diameter or PA diameter/AAD ratio in 30
patients with pulmonary fibrosis, of whom 11 had sarcoidosis. PA dilatation occurred in the absence of
significant PH; however, this was unrelated to the extent of fibrosis. Our study involves the largest group of
sarcoidosis patients studied and supports the hypothesis that the mechanism of PH in sarcoidosis is not fully
explained by pulmonary fibrosis. Compared to patients with IPF, pulmonary fibrosis in sarcoidosis is
characterised by a chronic course, often involving the upper lobe, and is predominantly of the
nonhoneycombing type. Conversely, IPF progresses quickly, is mostly located peripherally or in the lower lobe,
with a predominance of honeycombing [15]. This might lead to increased traction on the PA in IPF. For PH in
sarcoidosis, the exact mechanism of PH and PA dilatation remains unknown, and requires further investigation.

Measurements of PA diameter and AAD are highly reproducible, with an excellent inter- and
intraobserver variability [7]. Limitations of this study were mostly due to its retrospective nature, resulting
in different types of CT and echocardiography equipment with variable time intervals. Second, not all
patients underwent RHC, which might have led to underdetection of PH. Last, this study was conducted
in a tertiary care centre.

In conclusion, our study demonstrates that measurement of PA diameter indexed to BSA is the most
accurate predictor of PH on chest CT in patients with pulmonary sarcoidosis. Prospective research in a large,
predefined group of sarcoidosis patients is warranted for further validation and clinical implementation.
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Pulmonary hypertension associated with
ponatinib therapy

To the Editor:

Over 50 drugs, including anorexigens, abused substances and recently the tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI)
dasatinib, have been temporally and/or mechanistically related to the development of pulmonary arterial
hypertension (PAH) in humans (where the evidence base for causality is wide ranging) and in animal
models [1–3]. The TKIs imatinib, dasatinib, nilotinib and bosutinib are available to treat chronic
myelogenous leukaemia (CML) and acute lymphoblastic leukaemia. These drugs are associated with
distinctive respiratory adverse effects (AEs), including pleural and/or pericardial effusion, PAH (an AE so
far almost exclusively restricted to dasatinib) and pulmonary infiltrates [1, 4–6]. The novel TKI ponatinib
is prescribed for the same indications as above, in patients whose haematological malignancy has become
resistant to, or who develop intolerance to the earlier TKIs [7]. Here, we present a female CML patient
with prior exposure to dasatinib who developed PAH 6 months into ponatinib therapy, an association that
has not previously been reported. Signs and symptoms of PAH improved following drug discontinuation
and institution of targeted anti-PAH therapy.

The patient was a Caucasian woman who was diagnosed with CML in 2006, then aged 62 years. Her
history included moderate systemic hypertension, dyslipidaemia and obesity (body mass index 38 kg·m−2).
She was on long-term treatment with atorvastatin, celiprolol, furosemide, allopurinol, amitriptyline and
alprazolam. Treatment for her CML included hydroxycarbamide (500 mg twice daily in July–August,
2006), imatinib (600 mg once daily between July 2006 and October 2008) and nilotinib (400 mg twice
daily between October 2008 and January 2011). Dasatinib (100 mg once daily) was started in January
2011. In January 2013, a right-sided lymphocyte-rich (92%) pleural exudate developed (with proteins
48 g·L−1). Dasatinib was considered causative and was withdrawn. 1 month afterwards, the effusion was
less on imaging and dasatinib was resumed at 100 mg once daily. The effusion relapsed within 6 weeks.
Dasatinib was changed to ponatinib (45 mg once daily) in April 2013. Transthoracic echocardiography
in May 2013 was normal. N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP) was 133 pg·mL−1

(normal is <167 pg·mL−1).

In October 2013, dyspnoea developed, progressing to New York Heart Association (NYHA) class IV. The
NT-proBNP was 1500 pg·mL−1. Following a warning from the US Food and Drug Administration on
ponatinib-associated arterial and venous thromboses [8], ponatinib was set at 30 mg once daily. Aspirin
(100 mg daily) was started. The work-up for dyspnoea included a Doppler ultrasound, which showed right leg
vein thrombosis, and fluindione was started. A new echocardiogram disclosed right ventricular dilatation and
paradoxical septal motion. Systolic pulmonary artery pressure (PAP) was estimated at 100 mmHg. A
right-sided catheterisation confirmed severe precapillary pulmonary hypertension with a mean PAP of
52 mmHg, normal pulmonary wedge pressure of 12 mmHg, low cardiac index (1.8 L·min−1·m−2) and elevated
pulmonary vascular resistance (12.7 Wood units). There was no acute vasodilator PAP response following
inhalation of nitric oxide. An extensive PAH work-up including chest computed tomography (CT) failed to
disclose an aetiology for PAH. A ventilation/perfusion scan showed perfectly homogeneous perfusion and
ventilation in both lungs. Since no PAH case was known in association with ponatinib at the time, the drug
was continued.
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